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Race, Gender & Class:  Volume 22, Number 1-2, 2015 (36-53)

Race, Gender & Class Website:  www.rgc.uno.edu

4 YEARS A FOOTBALL PLAYER:
THE SOCIAL REPRODUCTION OF

RESTRICTED AGENCY

Alvin D. Logan, Jr., Louis Harrison, Jr.,
University of Texas at Austin

and Alex Logan
University of California, Berkeley

Abstract:  Collegiate sport is a reflection of society with regard to the potentand pervasive power structures that both perceptibly and subtly dominates it’sinner workings.  These structures limit subordinate groups and empowerdominant groups through an unequal distribution of cultural capital, monetarygain, rules and regulations placed upon collegiate football and basketballplayers.  Historically, slaves were severely restricted in traveling because of theirstatus as property, while slave masters enjoyed unrestricted travel.  A similarparadox exists within Division-I collegiate football.  For a collegiate athlete totransfer they must be granted a release, via official documents, from the headcoach and athletic director.  While there are similar transfer limitations in allcollegiate sports, football and basketball, which have the largest AfricanAmerican participation rates, are the only college sports that have restrictions foradvancement to the professional ranks from high school.  These variousrestrictions and parameters bear an uncanny similarity to the plantation modelthat existed during the years of American slavery.  This article will examinethese transfer parameters within the inequitable structures of college footballthrough the framework internal colonialism.  This article’s insight will help pushthe conversation of proposed economic and ethical power redistribution ofcollegiate football players and head coaches seeking to transfer.  
Keywords:  African American; college football; internal colonialism; NCAAtransfer bylaws; Black; Black males; restricted agency; social reproduction;college athletics exploitation; free agency 
Alvin D. Logan, Jr., M.Ed., is originally from Denver, Colorado.  Alvinstudied urban planning and sports management for his bachelors and mastersdegrees, respectively, at the University of Washington (UW) in Seattle.  In
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The Social Reproduction of Restricted Agency 37addition to attending UW as a student, he also played football and ran track.  Heis currently a first year doctoral student at the University of Texas at Austinworking with Dr. Louis Harrison and participating in the African AmericanMale Research Initiative (AAMRI). Alvin’s research interest include:  Blackmale collegiate football player identity development, especially at predominatelyWhite institutions. 
Address:  University of Texas at Austin, Student Services Building 4.400, 100West Dean Keeton Street Austin, TX 78712.  Ph.:  (512) 471-1205,  Email: alo3@utexas.edu
Louis Harrison, Jr. is a Professor in the Department of Curriculum &Instruction at the University of Texas at Austin.  Dr. Harrison has focused hisacademic research on the influences of race and African American racial identityon sport and physical activity choices and performance.  Additionally, he wishesto investigate ways to precipitate changes in the perception of sport and physicalactivities in an effort to erase racial labels, and broaden the perceived physicalactivity choices of all students.  Dr. Harrison’s research articles appear inscholarly journals such as Quest, Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport, theJournal of Black Psychology, and Race Ethnicity & Education.  He is also co-author of the book, Real Role Models: Success African Americans Beyond PopCulture.  He is also on the editorial boards of the Journal of Teaching in PhysicalEducation and Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport.  He has also beenawarded the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation andDance’s E.B. Henderson Award, the Charles D. Henry Award, and most recentlyinducted as a Fellow in the National Academy of Kinesiology.
Address:  Department of Curriculum & Instruction, The University of Texas atAustin, 1912 Speedway Stop D5700, Austin, TX 78712-1293.  Ph.:  (512) 471-5942, Fax:  (512) 471-8460, Email:  lharrison@austin.utexas.edu
Alex Logan is a native of Denver, Colorado.  He graduated from the Universityof California, Berkeley with a degree in legal studies while also playing footballfor the Golden Bears.  It was during his studies that he developed a researchinterest in the racial and legal inequities within collegiate sport.  Alex’s keeninsight, as a former collegiate student athlete, has ignited his critical lens whichhe applies to collegiate sport today. 
Address:  University of California, Berkeley, Memorial Stadium #4426Berkeley, CA 94720-4426. Ph.: (510) 642-2427, Email: alexlogan6@gmail.comCollege football as entertainment, recreation and socioeconomicmobility has afforded some Black men economic opportunities,but also is accompanied by many sacrifices.  For many Blackfootball athletes there is a higher level of athletic identity than their White
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38 Alvin D. Logan, Jr., Louis Harrison, Jr., & Alex Logancounterparts that is also associated with stronger desire to play professionally(Harrison, Azzarito & Burden, 2004; Bimper & Harrison, 2011; Harrison, Sailes,Rotich & Bimper, 2011).  Consequently, the only perceived path to the athlete’sprofessional dreams runs through the National Collegiate Athletic Association(NCAA).  The NCAA is one of the governing bodies of college football inAmerican society.  The NCAA and it’s member institutions have been accusedof exploitive nature of the student-athletes for decades (Leonard, 1986; Acain,1997; Carrabis, 2010).  Many of the scholars writing on the issues ofexploitation examine college basketball and football due to the sports’ ability togenerate millions of dollars in revenue for their institutions and the NCAA(Rhatigan, 1984; Beamon, 2008; Hawkins, 2010).  Conversely, not very muchliterature has been published on the exploitive nature of the transfer bylawswritten by the NCAA. In 2008 the University of Washington (UW) had just finished their firstwinless football season in school history.  With a couple games remaining in theseason Washington’s athletic director announced the termination of the headfootball coach at the end of the season.  At that moment a search began for therecipient of a winless football team in a financially successful athleticdepartment.  After an extensive search Steve Sarkisian was chosen and acceptedthe head position.  Coach Sarkisian came from the University of SouthernCalifornia (USC), where he was once a coordinator under head coach PeteCarroll.  The NCAA did not regulate Sarkisian’s move within conference, norwas his ensuing move back to USC to become head coach following the 2012-13season.  Thus, there were no repercussions for his move to another FootballBowl Subdivision (FBS) Division-I (D-I) or his move to another Pacific-12(Pac-12) institution.  On the other hand, from the perspective of a collegefootball player seeking to transfer there are numerous barriers he mustovercome.  The player must first be granted permission by their present athleticadministration to speak with another institution and then be released from hiscurrent school to transfer.  If transferring from an FBS Division-1 institutionthere are penalties compounded by additional penalties barring a transfer withinthe athlete’s current conference.  This process restricts the players’ agency totransfer under Bandura’s (2006) definition of agency.  Psychologist and author,Albert Bandura defines agency as a person’s ability, “to influence intentionallyone’s functioning and life circumstances” (Bandura, 2006:164).  This article willhelp to illuminate the political, racial, and economic inequities between footballcoaches and players seeking to transfer from a FBS Division-1 institution toanother in-conference FBS Division-1 institution.  With respect for comparisonsand analogies this article adheres to the sentiments of civil rights author andhistorian Taylor Branch (2011).  He reminds society that athletes are not slaves,however they do experience exploitation.  Branch discusses the use of slaveryanalogies within college sports stating,Slavery analogies should be used carefully.  College athletes are not slaves. Yet to survey the scene—corporations and universities enriching themselves on
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The Social Reproduction of Restricted Agency 39the backs of uncompensated young men, whose status as “student-athletes”deprives them of the right to due process guaranteed by the Constitution—is tocatch an unmistakable whiff of the plantation. Perhaps a more apt metaphor iscolonialism:  college sports, as overseen by the NCAA, is a system imposed bywell-meaning paternalists and rationalized with hoary sentiments about caringfor the well-being of the colonized (p. 84).Thus, this article uses internal colonialism to make an analogy to the plantationmodel, not necessarily to compare football players to slaves in every aspect. 
Background

College football segregationSegregation as an ideology that has been practiced through various mediumsthroughout history.  Dr. James Blaut, well-known scholar of Eurocentrism andcolonialism describes the segregation of ideologies and the false superiority ofEurocentric and Western communities, ideals and histories.  This segregationideology leads to the colonization of numerous people across the world and thedeleterious nature of various histories (Blaut, 1993).  However, in the Americancontext, Jim Crow has direct ties to White and Black relations.  Dr. Jesse DeesJr. and Dr. James Hadley discuss Jim Crow origins and ideologies in their bookJim Crow.  Dees and Hadley (1970) discuss the beginnings of Jim Crow as aterm coming from the discussion of a Cincinnati Black face song in 1832 and thefirst racial issue dealing with Jim Crow appeared in 1841 in relation to a separateNegro railway car (Dees & Hadley, 1970).  Reading further the authors outlinethe basic philosophy of Jim Crow in various points, which explained WhiteAmerican’s rationale for Jim Crow’s segregation and control over Black peopleperpetuated by the idea of superiority and purity of White Americans.  Jim Crowwas practiced through the physical separation of races.  For example, signsposted around public places denoting the separation of “colored” and “White”facilities (Brown & Valk, 2010).  The racial separation of society was alsopracticed in college football. College football at predominately White institutions (PWIs) has beenexclusive since its inaugural game November 6, 1869, Princeton versus Rutgersin New Jersey (The Birth Place of Intercollegiate Football, n.d.).  Although therehave been Black college football players to play on various PWI teams (WilliamLewis, Duke Slater, Preston Eagleson, Gideon Smith, George Flippin, EdHarvey, and Paul Robeson) there were not any teams that allowed more than acouple Black players to participate due to the federal and state segregation laws(“Breaking the college color barrier: Studies in courage”, 2008; The Journal ofBlacks in Higher Education [JBHE], 1998).  It was not until, the famous 1970’sgame between Paul “Bear” Bryant’s legendary all-White Alabama Crimson tide
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40 Alvin D. Logan, Jr., Louis Harrison, Jr., & Alex Loganteam played the “integrated” USC Trojans, that the college football raciallandscape would be forever changed.
College football desegregationThe 1970 game between USC and Alabama was a blowout completed by theTrojans helping to debunk the myth of inferiority of Black football players.USC’s team boasted three Black players constituting an all-Black backfield andthe first of its kind in collegiate football.  Fullback Sam “Bam” Cunningham,quarterback Jimmy Jones and running back Clarence Davis were an unstoppableforce that led USC to a 42 to 21 victory.  The game’s most valuable player, SamCunningham, the athlete often mentioned as a one-game catalyst ofdesegregation in college football, finished with 135 yards rushing and twotouchdowns against Alabama’s highly ranked defense (“The event looks at the1970’s Alabama football game that brought an end to segregation in collegefootball”, 2007).  Cunningham was described by coach Bryant as doing “morefor integration in Alabama in 60 minutes than Martin Luther King Jr. did in 20years.” (JBHE, 1998:65).  Cunningham’s amazing performance in concert withprevious efforts of various Black college football players gave way for thedesegregation of collegiate football.  In college football winning is the mostimportant factor and that was evident in Coach Bryant’s comments.  Thepowerful difference between Sam Cunningham and what Dr. King wasproposing was that Cunningham appealed to the convergence of interest betweenBlack athletes and the Alabama faithful fans.   Interest convergence is a tenant of Critical Race Theory, which wasdeveloped from Critical Legal Studies in the 1980’s.  Interest convergence asexplained by Bell (1992) outlines the critical examination of the Brown v Boarddecision in 1954 boiling it down to several factors, one of which is interestconvergence.  Interest convergence occurs when Whites promote Blackadvancement only when it is beneficial to White self-interest (Bell, 1992). Desegregating college football for Black athletes allowed Whites to increaseeconomic success of university athletic departments, ultimately leading to thenotoriety of their institution and salary increases for the coaches andadministrators.  The spectacle of Sam Cunningham against Alabama openeddoors for Black athletes’ performances to increase ticket purchases and donorbase due to their athletic prowess eventually leading to wins for theiruniversities.  In today’s football world winning equates to money and moneyequates to bigger and better facilities and better recruits with the goal ofsustainability of a successful athletic program.  Ultimately, the decision todesegregate college football was not one of moral reasoning, but of interestconvergence.  The desegregation of college football aligned with years of majorincrease in NCAA bylaw regulation as well as cases opposing the transferbylaws.  According to Jenkins (2006) the transfer rules dissuaded the NCAAinstitutions to participate in “’[a]thletic looting,’ or allowing members to recruit
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The Social Reproduction of Restricted Agency 41and compete for active players” (p.459).  Consequently, what actually took placewas an increase in athletic department revenue, exploitation of athletes due tointense transfer regulations, and maintenance of the cartel type system allcoinciding with the desegregation of college football (Jenkins, 2006).  The1980’s also saw a sharp increase in cases against the NCAA and its institutions(Jenkins, 2006), which acted in concert with the last years of controversialNCAA president Walter Byers.  Byers is also the author of UnsportsmanlikeConduct:  Exploiting College Athletes, which detailed his plan to increaserevenue and regulate student athletes in a cartel fashion.
Focus

Transfer RulesThe focus of this article is selective and direct.  The goal is not to analyzethese two conferences because they are the only conferences that engage inexploitive behavior, but to illuminate how two of the major conferences exploittheir football players.  The transfer rules of the Southeastern Conference (SEC)and the Pac-12 conference will be examined for a couple reasons.  For thisarticle it is important to examine the winningest past and present footballconferences and the coaches and players who have played in these conferences. The SEC and Pac-12 are the top two conferences with Associated Press (AP) top25 football teams concluding the 2012-2013 season.  The SEC finished withseven teams (Auburn #2, South Carolina #4, Missouri #5, Alabama #7, LSU#14, Texas A & M #18, and Vanderbilt # 24) and the Pac-12 had six teams(Oregon #9, Stanford #11, UCLA #16, USC #19, Arizona State # 20, andWashington #25) (“College Football End of Season AP Poll”, 2014). Furthermore, The Pac-12 is the winningest conference across all sports,hence the trademarked nickname “Conference of Champions” (“About the Pac-12”, 2012).  These two conferences are prime examples of trendsetters in termsof athletic practices.  The transfer practices in these two conferences are similarto the other six automatic qualification (AQ) conferences for footballchampionships (Atlantic Coast, American Athletic, Big 12, and Big Tenconferences) and ultimately all of them adhere to the NCAA transfer rules aswell.  However, these two conferences have their own television network, areamong the top three revenue generating conferences, and are nationallyrecognized for successful football teams (“Pac-12 Leads All Conferences inRevenue”, 2014).  Therefore these two conferences are exemplary and reliablesources for analysis due to their athletic and economic success. 
NCAA, Pac-12, and SEC Transfer BylawsThe NCAA bylaws can be very convoluted and ambiguous.  The NCAAregulations of Division-I football players transferring to another Division-I
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42 Alvin D. Logan, Jr., Louis Harrison, Jr., & Alex Loganschool are seemingly straightforward.  NCAA bylaw 14.5.1 rules that a playermust sit out a year when transferring from a D-I FBS school to another D-I FBSschool.  The by law reads, “[a] student who transfers (see Bylaw 14.5.2) to amember institution from any collegiate institution is required to complete onefull academic year of residence (see Bylaw 14.02.15) at the certifying institutionbefore being eligible to compete for or to receive travel expenses from themember institution….”  (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2013:168).The NCAA has created a year of absence possibly without aid where the footballplayer must have residence at the institution by taking classes. Furthermore, the Pac-12 and SEC bylaws are similar in nature andimplications for the football players who are required to adhere to them.  In bothconferences there is an additional year the football player must sit out iftransferring in conference.  SEC bylaw 14.5.5.1 addresses transferring within theSEC stating, “[a] transfer student from a [SEC] member institution shall not beeligible for intercollegiate competition at another [SEC] member institution untilthe student has fulfilled a residence requirement of one full academic year (twofull semesters) at the certifying institution....” (p. 23).  Likewise, Pac-12handbook states,Each institution, before it permits a student who has transferred directly fromanother [Pac-12] Conference member institution to compete in intercollegiateathletics, shall require the student to fulfill a residence requirement of one fullacademic year (two full semesters or three quarters), and shall charge thestudent with one year of eligibility in all conference sports, and during theperiod of ineligibility shall not offer, provide or arrange directly or indirectlyany athletically related financial aid.”  (p. 30)However, the institution the football player is leaving has an option to waive theadditional penalty year.
Coaches and PlayersThe purpose of selecting coaches and players, especially Black players is toanalyze the inequities between the players and coaches including the racialinequities, which has been a focal point for many scholarly works on collegesports exploitation.  Focusing on college football players and head coachesallows the analysis to illuminate the inequities in the two major stakeholders incollege football.  The head coaches are the directors of the team and institute thevision and process for a successful team.  Whereas, the football players areequally as important, they are the engine that makes college football the colossalindustry that it is.  Henceforth, the coach and athlete in focus have both soughtand successfully moved schools within the same conference of their originalinstitution.Coach Steve Sarkisian’s career track will be analyzed from his stint as acoordinator at USC through his matriculation to UW as the head coach and back
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The Social Reproduction of Restricted Agency 43to USC as the head coach.  Although he was hired at an in-conferenceinstitution, Coach Sarkisian was not subject to any transfer regulations nor washe subject to the restrictions of a release from the school for this lateral movewithin the conference.  Furthermore, coach Sarkisian proceeded to be hired backto USC where he will serve as the new head coach for the 2014-2015 footballseason, again without penalty for leaving abruptly without notice.  CoachSarkisian is a prime example of the inequity between football players andcoaches because he did not experience any negative consequences whatsoeverduring both of his lateral moves within the Pac-12 conference.Football player Cameron Newton’s transfer journey was rough and rugged,as he had to attend a junior college in Texas to escape the release of theUniversity of Florida.  Mr. Newton played the 2007 season behind two-timeHeisman winner Tim Tebow and was on the team in 2008 before he had anincident with the theft of a laptop (“Florida’s Newton faces felony counts afterfellow student's laptop stolen”, 2008).  Once seeking a transfer he was notauthorized to transfer directly out of the University of Florida to another SECschool barring a release from Florida.  Since he was not granted a release hetransferred to a division level lower than Division-I FBS.  The NCAA bylawsallow a player to transfer to a lower tier institution (D-I Football ChampionshipSeries, Division-II, Division-III, junior college or community college) from a D-I FBS school without penalty.  After winning a national championship at BlinnCollege he then transferred back into the SEC to play for Auburn Universitywithout penalty.
Conceptual Framework

Colonialism Before examining the exploitive situation of college football through theframework of internal colonization, colonialism must be defined.  Hawkins(2010) outlines the colonialism argument of Memmi’s (1965) work Thecolonizer and the colonized.  Memmi (1965) explains colonialism as a politicallyand economically controlling institution established through domination. Sociologist Robert Blauner adds to the definition describing it as an,“establishment of domination over a geographically external political unit, mostoften inhabited by people of different race and culture, where this domination ispolitical and economic, and the colony exists subordinated to and dependentupon the mother country.” (Blauner, 1969:395).  Césaire (2000) adds to bothauthor’s definition calling colonization “a campaign to civilize barbarism fromwhich there may emerge at any moment the negation of civilization” (p. 40). Hawkins (2010) writes, “an example of colonialism is the European colonizationof Africa, Asia, and the original territory of Americas” (p. 42).  In Hawkins’examples the European colonizers invaded different geographic locations to
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44 Alvin D. Logan, Jr., Louis Harrison, Jr., & Alex Loganexploit the people, land, and culture.  Through the definitions of Memmi (1965),Blauner (1969), and Césaire (2000) colonialism will be used to describe thesimilarities and differences from internal colonialism in the next section. 
Internal ColonialismThe frameworks of internal colonialism and colonialism share two commonfactors.  The first factor is the power differential between the colonizer and thecolonized.  The colonizer has control and rule of the subordinated colonized. The second factor is the combination of the racial, political and economicexploitation of the colonized.  Furthermore, internal colonialism has two majordifferences from colonialism: geographic location of the colonizer and thecolonized and the use of force to impose colonization.  Colonialism, forexample, can describe White people traveling to Black spaces and exerting theircolonial power to take over the Black territory.  Furthermore, internalcolonialism can only exist after colonization through violence and forcefulseizure has taken place.  Internal colonialism extends the colonial affect through“the threat of the potential use of force, legislative and judicial powers, culturalrepression and the miseducation of the colonized” resulting in preserving thecolonial system (Hawkins, 2010:43).  Internal colonialism has been used mainly to examine ethnic and racerelations, especially within the history of the United States. Internationallyprominent uses of the framework include Zureik’s (1979) examination of thePalestinian and Israelites’ ethic relations and Hechter (1975), which surveys thebasics of Celtic ethnic identity and ethnic solidarity in Britain in the 19  and 20th thcenturies.  In the United States, internal colonialism has been used as ananalytical tool to illuminate overarching comparative parameters of ethnic andracial domination.  Some of the major American ethic and racial groups scholarshave examined are Chicanos (de la Garza, & Cotrell, 1976; Martínez,1982;Pérez-Torres, 1995; Cabán, 2003), Mexican Americans (Moore, 1970) andAfrican Americans (Cruse, 1967; Carmichael & Power, 1967; Blauner, 1969;Allen, 1990).Since the major focus of this article is Black college football players, theworks of the aforementioned scholars on Black race relations will best examinethe exploitive situation of Black college football players.  During the 1960’s and1970’s internal colonialism was used to explain the crisis of Black leadership inthe Black community (Cruse, 1967), analyze the political situation of Blackliberation (Carmichael & Power, 1967), examine ghetto revolts (Blauner, 1969),and analyze the historical of the effects of capitalism on Black Americans(Allen, 1990).  Internal colonialism is also a useful tool to investigate theeconomic, political, social and cultural inequities of college football (Hawkins,2010).Internal colonialism operates through four tenants:  the colonizer and thecolonized, economic, political, and race.  These four tenants are the comparative
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The Social Reproduction of Restricted Agency 45factors by which internal colonialism will be used to examine the situation ofcollege football players and Black slaves in the American plantation model. 
Comparative Agency

The Colonizer and the ColonizedThe colonizer and the colonized tenant describes an interdependentrelationship between the colonizer and the colonized.  The two-way dependenceinvolves both members of the colonial situation out of necessity to sustainexploitation.  Hawkins (2010) writes, The colonizer brings the colonized into existence; by initiating the relationshipof mutual interdependence.  The colonizer is illegitimately privileged becauseof usurpation, that is, the colonizers property and privileges are directly andillegitimately based on the exploitation and pauperization of the colonized (p.44).Hawkins’ passage suggests that not only is the situation of the colonizer and thecolonized binding, but the colonizer also directly benefits from the colonizedexplaining the necessity to sustain the system.  Eventually, due to thedomination of the colonial power and the negation of other civilization, thecolonized are limited to the necessity of the colonial system to survive.Similarities can be drawn between this colonial dependence and college football. NCAA college football has historically been one of the largest platforms forplayers to showcase their skills against the other talented teams.  However, thenecessity for present-day athletes to attend an NCAA institution for ascendanceto professional football has increased.  Two historical events impacted collegefootball significantly:  Brown v. Board of Education legally desegregatingAmerican schools and the 1970’s steam rolling of the all-White AlabamaCrimson Tide football team.  Legal desegregation of schools paved way forBlack students to attend PWIs in mass enrollement and the loss of the BearBryant’s lily White team opened the flood gates for Black athletic talent.  Priorto these events college football’s talent was widespread between HistoricallyBlack Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and predominately White institutions.Before the 1970’s college football season HBCU’s sent more than 200 players tothe professional ranks (Gordon, 2008).  Today, the option to play in alternativecollegiate leagues as a platform for the National Football League (NFL) hassignificantly decreased.  The majority of the players being drafted and signedcome from the NCAA ranks and thus opportunity for an alternative route hasbecome less frequent. As a result, the NCAA’s Division-I’s virtual monopoly ontalent and the platform to the NFL is continuing to grow.  This has created the
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46 Alvin D. Logan, Jr., Louis Harrison, Jr., & Alex Logandependence necessary for the colonizer and the colonized model, with theathletes’ overwhelming desire to play at a school that can send them to the NFL.  On the other end of the colonial dependency, institutions need collegefootball players in order to sustain their current exploitive model.  Today,college football is a multi-billion dollar industry with the rising payouts oftelevision contracts, yet all the money hinges on one source:  the players. Without highly skilled players and their performance there would be no reasonto televise, no reason to buy a ticket, no reason to participate in the culture ofcollege football.  Thus, there is an intensification of the binding model betweenthe players with professional aspirations and the schools aiming to maintainrecruitment and retention of elite athletes to sustain the economic system. Feagin (2010) further explains the bond-labor situations of American slavery,“[t]he enslavement of African women, men and children not only stemmed froma desire for profit but also from a concern with developing a scheme of socialcontrol that maintained bond-labor against the resistance of those enslaved” (p.34).  The bond-labor necessity was in place on the plantation and is currentlybeing practiced through the relationship between college football players and theprofit driven monopoly of the NCAA and its member institutions.  This cyclical mutual relationship between the colonizer and colonized isexercised by various collegiate institutions’ athletic departments and the footballplayers.  In terms of transferring, increasing the number of skilled players on aroster increases its value.  Hence, schools do not like to let go of skilled playersat any cost.  Schools hoard talent to increase roster depth and overall team talent. Therefore, if a good player, maybe second string, was looking to transfer hewould have a hard time because the loss would take away from team depth, asthe case with Cameron Newton who played behind Tim Tebow.  Furthermore,the transfer protocol works in favor of the university by creating an ownershipsituation of the player.  The player must seek permission to speak with anotherinstitution and then be granted a release to leave their current institution.  Thisform of control has positioned college football players as property whose talentis owned by the institution, similar to plantation model slaves and slave mastersas aforementioned.  Conversely, coach Sarkisian, even though he was undercontract, does not have to deal with this form of control because the arm of theNCAA bylaws and his institution do not require him to be granted a release norto ask permission to talk to another school, thus an inequity is perpetuated.  Thisbinding relationship is the initial phase of internal colonialism and sets thefoundation for control and exploitation of college football players. 
EconomicEconomic enrichment is the main purpose of internal colonialism. Althoughother factors contribute, economics helped to enrich the lives of the slavemasters and the country at large.  Feagin (2010) recalls the economic situation ofthe enslaved Black Americans, “[s]lavery in the Americas became a large–scale
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The Social Reproduction of Restricted Agency 47commercial and capitalistic, market centered operation, which distinguished itfrom slavery in the ancient world” (p. 34).  Operating within this capitalistmodel calls for some participants to be economically disadvantaged and othersto be economically advantaged.  Hawkins (2010) writes, “the internal colonialsituation breeds economic success and security for the colonizer, but for thecolonized only economic dependency” (p. 47).  The economic dependency of theslaves on the plantation was for survival. In terms of college football, economicdependency stems from a large percentage of the athletes coming from lowersocio-economic statuses with aspirations of upward economic mobility via theNFL (Edwards, 2000; Harrison et al., 2011).  The plantation model was more than economic control, but economics was aroot cause of slavery in American society.  In the American south the cash cropsincluded mainly cotton and tobacco.  The farming of these crops took manyhands hence the increases in the number of slaves over the years of the Atlanticslave trade.  With the growing number of slaves came increased profits ofAmerica.  Feagin (2010) discusses the wealth of North America coming fromslavery and slave trade, “[f]rom the early 1700’s to the mid-1800’s much of thesurplus capital and wealth of North America came directly from, or by themeans of economic multiplier effects, from the slave trade and slave plantations”(p. 45).  Not only did the profit from the plantation model directly impact theeconomy through dollars produced, but also through the expansion of industries. There was a growing need for textiles across the world and with the increasinglylarge productive capability of slaves, the U.S. was able to capitalize from thischeap labor source.  Feagin (2010) expounds on the industrial addition stating, U.S. cotton production expanded between the 1790’s and the beginning of theCivil war. Cotton was shipped to British and New England textile mills, greatlyspurring the wheels of British, U.S., and international commerce.  By the mid-nineteenth century New England cotton mills were industrial leaders in valueadded, and second in number of employees, in the United States. Without slavelabor there would probably not have been a successful textile industry … theUnited States would have been unlikely to become a major industrial powerwhen it did (p. 45).  Similarities are apparent between the supply and demand for the college footballproduct fueling new economic endeavors.  College football has been a majoreconomic force since the first broadcast of a football game in 1912.  TheUniversity of Minnesota’s game was broadcasted through an experimental radiostation, which initiated the process of mass radio production of college footballgames in 1929 (Zimbalist, 2001).  The creation of radio broadcasting laterflourished into the assembly of television broadcasts.  Between the years 1996-2000 the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC), Big East, Big Ten, Pacific 10 (Pac-12), Independent Notre dame, and the Southeastern Conference (SEC) accountedfor $373 million dollars in contracted television revenue (Zimbalist, 2001). According to ESPN, current television revenue contracts as of 2013 were:  Big-
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48 Alvin D. Logan, Jr., Louis Harrison, Jr., & Alex Logan12 at $2.6 billion, Pac-12 at $3 billion, SEC at $2.25 billion, Big Ten at $1billion, ACC at $3.6 billion, former Big East at $126 million totalingapproximately $12.57 billion dollars in revenue (“A comparison: Conferencetelevision deals”, 2013).  The economic justification for the internal colonialsituation is apparent and magnified through contemporary television contracts. The main product for the television contracts is the teams and without theplayers the teams cannot take the field.  Therefore, the NCAA and its institutionsare bound to the players as the contracts depend on them.  Although thetelevision money is astronomically large, they are just a fraction of the totalrevenue generated in NCAA college football.  The economic generation ofNCAA football and the need for players to reach the NFL has created thebinding relationship described by internal colonialism.  The colonial situationhas thus bred “economic success and security for the colonizer” but onlyeconomic dependency for the players (Hawkins, 2010:47).  Economicdependency for the colonized affords the colonizer power, which usuallytranslates to the establishment of governing ability in which to keep thecolonized in the situation.  Once governing ability is secured the control anddomination become apparent through the decisions made affecting the colonizedpopulation.In terms of transferring, the better the team the more revenue it should beable to earn. As mentioned earlier, the teams cannot function without the athletesand the better the athletes presumably the more money they program makes. Football is a consumer driven game, thus good talent on the field translates to abetter product for consumption.  The very same argument can be made forcoaches, as they attract more fans and a successful coach will result in morewins, thus more money. Consequently, coaches are not obligated to adhere totransfer rules and thus exempt from control and the degree of exploitation theplayers are subject to. Thus, players’ unwillingly forfeit their self-determinationand are denied power to leave an institution at their discretion. 
Political The political aspect of internal colonialism refers to the “means by whichthe colonizer rules over the colonized” through political decisions made“directly by the colonizer” (Hawkins, 2010:47).  The internal colonial state ofthe slaves is reflective of laws and codes designed to keep slaves as an under-class and utterly powerless to make decisions that affect their status.  Likewisein college football, the political power of the NCAA bylaws reflects similarprinciples, as the athletes are, for the most part, powerless to make decisions onthe bylaws that affect them.The plantation model exhibited political rule through limiting the agencythat slaves had to impact their colonial situation.  More specifically, the codesand laws limited their ability to leave the plantation.  Slaves had to be givenhandbills or medallions to denote their status as property of their slave owner so
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The Social Reproduction of Restricted Agency 49they would not be captured and sold.  These medallions and laws prohibitedhumans, as property, from leaving the plantation without repercussion.  Thepurpose of the medallions was to serve as a way for slave masters to retainhierarchy and status as masters to their slaves, supporting the “maintenance ofthe internal colonial power structure” (Hawkins, 2010:49).   Applying the political power inequity to college football, the NCAArestricts athletes’ ability to transfer to another school requiring them to begranted permission by their academic institution.  The NCAA bylaws inform usthat a player must first ask permission to even speak with another school andthen they must be granted a release before they can transfer.  (“Transfer 101:basic information you need to know about transferring to an NCAA college”,2012)  This severely limits the athlete’s political power to switch schoolsautonomously.  By not allowing the players to transfer without being released,the NCAA has created a situation where the institution wields most of the powerand controls the political climate sustaining the internal colonial powerstratification (Hawkins, 2010).  The result of limiting the athlete’s politicalpower is continual subordination of football players.  This form of subordinationbenefits the colonizer, or the athletic department, while simultaneously renderingthe football players powerless.  The player is powerless to change his restrictedagency to leave the institution.  Ultimately, in favor of the institution, theplayer’s restricted agency maintains the internal colonial power structure.
RaceThe largest and most visible aspect of the plantation model was the racialdivide.  British-American anthropologist Ashley Montagu writes, “[i]n a societythat segregated people by caste and class, ‘race’ was the term that categorizedthe most visibly distinguishable groups of people” (Montagu, 2001:43).  Whitepeople were generally slave owners and Black people were slaves on Americanplantations.  This color divide coded American social spaces throughstereotypes, social cues, and treatment of racial differences.  Within collegefootball the racial divide is apparent between White people and all other races. The power positions governing college football include; university presidents(90% White), conference commissioners (100% White), head coaches (85%White), faculty athletic representatives (94.4% White), and athletics directors(87.5% White) (Lapchick, 2013).  As shown, there is an overrepresentation ofWhite people in leadership positions in college athletics.  Conversely, anexamination of the football teams in the FBS reveals that the football student-athletes are predominately Black and increasingly so when referring to the topranked teams (Lapchick, 2013).  This power inequity is apparent between theslave-slave owner and administrator-athlete paradox creating the initialsimilarity between the two institutions. The racial aspect also helps to shape identities for Black male athletesaiding the colonizer in maintaining their system of exploitation.  Black football
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50 Alvin D. Logan, Jr., Louis Harrison, Jr., & Alex Loganplayers are heralded as natural athletes while being considered academicallyinferior (Edwards, 1984; Edwards, 2000; Donnor, 2005).  Many Black student-athletes have been victims of prejudice and preconceived notions surroundingthe “dumb jock” stereotype.  Not only are Black student-athletes dealing withthe dumb jock stereotype, they “are burdened also with the insidious racistimplications of the myth of ‘innate black athletic superiority,’ and the moreblatantly racist stereotype of the ‘dumb Negro’ condemned by racial heritage tointellectually inferiority” (Edwards, 1984:8).  The empowerment of the Blackmale’s athletic identity translated into an opportunity for the colonizer to takeadvantage and benefit from the myopic professional outlook of a football player. The collegiate experience of numerous Black players consists of athleticexploitation and academic promises never met (Beamon, 2008).  Later inMontagu’s (2001) work he postulates against the idea that, “races arepopulations or people whose physical differences are innately linked withsignificant differences in mental capacities….” (p. 44).  Although Montagurefutes this idea, many have garnished this ideology helping them to makeslavery a seemingly moral act and likewise legitimize the racial exploitation ofcollege football players.  The internal colonial model illuminates the exploitedaspects of college football adequately by drawing attention to the inequitiesbased on race, political control, and economics.  When the racial inequity is compounded by the political and economicexploitation the comparison between the plantation model and college footballdraw alarming similarities.  As the percentage of Black football players is high,the probability of the player seeking to transfer being Black will likely increasepossibly resulting in racial inequity.  Similar to the plantation, Black slaves werenot authorized to leave the plantation without permission and similar control isexhibited through transfer bylaws and NCAA positions of power.  NCAAinstitutions’ athletic leadership is overwhelmingly White as were slave masterson American plantations.  College football players are largely Black and slaveson American plantations were overwhelmingly Black.  These similarities areapparent and visible, and the past cannot be changed, however the present andfuture exercise of equity and social justice can foster the reallocation of powerand fundamental human rights to agency.  
PraxisThe football players at these Pac-12 and the SEC institutions have beenexploited in terms of their political, economic and racial standing based ontransfer regulations.  The following suggestion will help to alleviate some of theexploitation by offering equitable treatment of the main stakeholders in collegefootball.  Considerably deregulating or eliminating the transfer bylawscompletely, as a suggestion, can be exercised through allowing players totransfer based on their situations. 
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The Social Reproduction of Restricted Agency 51Considerably deregulating or eliminating transfer bylaws will allow athletesto have the same agency as their respective coaches so they may shop around forbetter opportunities.  Just as coaches are able to exercise their agency to leave aschool for a better contract, players should be able to leave a school for a bettereducational or athletic situation or if they are dissatisfied with the schools theyattend.  The players’ ability to transfer for a better situation returns some controlof their life function and purpose by not having to answer to a political andbureaucratic structure which may not have their best interest in mind.  Givingthe players back their agency will impact how schools treat with respect to theirempowered ability to leave. Universities may exploit players because they understand the players cannotleave without permission to speak with another school and an official release totransfer.  The change in the transfer bylaws allows the players and their familiesto critically examine how the university is using or not using their talent.  Basedon the athlete’s situation, the athlete may seek an institution that can fulfill theirneeds as a student and an athlete.  Seeking another institution allows the playersto evaluate their “market value” through the volume and quality of offers theymay fetch and use that leverage to find schools that will value versus exploitthem. Ultimately, agency and control of their athletic and academic career is abasic human right that every player deserves, however these rights are deniedwhen adhering to the inequitable NCAA bylaws.  It is my hope that mysuggestion evolves into actions toward equitable and socially just treatment ofall athletes, especially college football players.  The progression to action willenable football athletes to have their rights as humans and their agency totransfer as athletes and students.
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